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Abstract— We propose optimal scheduling of autonomous
vehicle arrivals at intersections, eliminating the need for physi-
cal traffic signals. The proposed intersection control algorithm
is assumed to have bi-directional communication links to
approaching vehicles. After receiving subscription requests and
status of approaching vehicles, the intersection control node cal-
culates an arrival schedule that ensures safety while significantly
reducing number of stops and intersection delays. The vehicle-
intersection coordination problem is formulated as a Mixed-
Integer Linear Program (MILP). A case study is presented and
a customized traffic microsimulation environment is developed
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed intersection
control scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coordination and optimal timing of traffic signals are
by nature complex problems and backed by years of research
in traffic engineering and operations research. Current signal
timings are mostly scheduled offline; the optimized timings
are then deployed as fix timetables for different times of
the day. Many signals are actuated by traffic and have
rules to override their pre-optimized timetables based on the
state of their loop-detectors to reduce idling at intersections.
While these traffic responsive control strategies calculate
their timing in real-time [1], they act based on the immediate
state of loop-detectors. On the other hand, smart traffic signal
controllers in connected vehicle environments will do more
than just signaling right of ways and act intelligently as
hubs that sense, route, and harmonize the flow of arterial
traffic. More recent research has focused on uni-directional
signal to vehicle communication for improving efficiency
by providing speed advisory to individual vehicles [2], [3],
[4]. In addition, bi-directional vehicle-signal communication
allows the geographical data of the connected vehicles to be
also transmitted in real-time to smart traffic signal controllers
[5]. This increases energy efficiency and intersection flow as
signals adjust their timings and vehicles their speeds [6].

Autonomous vehicles can further benefit from the com-
municated traffic signal information because they not only
process the incoming information rather effortlessly but also
can precisely control their speed and arrival time at a green
light. The situation can get even better with 100% penetration
of autonomous vehicles since a physical traffic light is not
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needed anymore as shown in concept papers by [7], [8],
[9]. Some of the benefits of eliminating traffic signals in an
all autonomous vehicle environment is discussed in [9] and
demonstrated by interesting simulation results in a recent
publication [10]. However, optimal scheduling of vehicle
arrivals at such intersections remains an open problem.
In this paper, the objective of increasing the intersection
throughput is formalized as an optimization problem. Our
linear objective functions and mixed integer linear constraints
make the problem a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP).
The proposed MILP-based controller resides on a computa-
tional server and creates a live picture of evolving traffic
conditions by tracking all subscribing vehicles. Based on
the location and speed of all the vehicles, the controller
optimally and regularly schedules the intersection access
time for each vehicle. In addition to minimizing intersection
delay and ensuring intersection safety, we incorporate the
desired arrival time of the vehicles into the optimization
problem in such a way that vehicles would not face extreme
delay or expedition compared to their desired arrival times.

In the area of phase and timing optimization for stan-
dard two-phase or eight-phase controllers, a set of MILP
formulations have been proposed in the literature [11], [12].
Other works in this area use model predictive control for
traffic signal control problem and formulate it as a MILP
[13], [14], [15]. Bandwidth maximization problem in a
two-way arterial has also been formulated as a MILP [6],
[16]. In the field of vehicle-intersection coordination, recent
work by Zhu et al. [17] uses a MILP formulation, but the
vehicles’ capability to meet the scheduled time of arrival is
not specifically addressed, nor shown in microsimulations.
Our paper considers the interaction between vehicles in
microsimulations and ensures that the vehicles can meet
the scheduled arrival time by a robust tracking algorithm.
Our proposed approach also encourages platooning although
this is not explicitly incorporated into our formulations. By
encouraging platoon formations, the intersection throughput
is expected to significantly increase as shown by recent
simulation results in [10], [18].

The paper is organized as follows: The notations used in
this paper as well as the proposed intersection are explained
in Section II. Our formulations are presented in Sections III
followed by conversion to a MILP in Section IV. In Section
V, the nature of the MILP solution is shown in a simplified
case study problem. Microsimulation tests and results are
presented in Section VI, followed by conclusions.
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II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

We seek an intersection controller that coordinates and har-
monizes the flow of the approaching connected/autonomous
vehicles. The intersection controller resides on a compu-
tational server and receives information of all subscribing
vehicles and then optimally and regularly schedules the inter-
section access time for each vehicle. The scheduled access-
times (arrival-times) are sent to all subscribing vehicles so
that they can adjust their speed accordingly. The challenge is
to find appropriate access-times that ensure safety, passenger
comfort, and potentially traffic flow.

Ignoring all the turns to simplify the presentation of ideas,
we assume a square two-phase/four-movement intersection
with width W=10 m. As shown in Figure 1, we consider
an intersection consisting of Phase X and Phase O as
φ = {φX,φO}. Each phase includes a set of non-conflicting
movements and M is the set of movements used in this
paper (see Figure 1). For each intersection, we will assume
a subscription process by which the approaching connected
vehicles send subscription requests to the intersection control
server and announce their presence as well as their intended
time of arrival. We represent the list of all subscribed
connected vehicles as CV = {cvi}n

i=1 where n is the size
of CV . The list of connected vehicles is sorted by distance
to the intersection where cv1 is the closest vehicle to the
intersection. The length of the vehicle is denoted by L, and
is taken to be 5.0 meter.

For each vehicle approaching an intersection, we are
interested in the following time instances: (1) time when
the front of the vehicle enters the intersection area at the
stop-bar; (2) time when the rear of the vehicle exists the
intersection area; (3) time when the front of the vehicle
reaches an access distance from the intersection. As shown
in Figure 1, these time instances are denoted by tenter, texit ,
and taccess, respectively. In this figure, the intersection and
access areas are shown by a shaded area and a solid box,
respectively. The access area border is defined by daccess that
is the estimated stopping distance of a vehicle in case of a
safety concern and is calculated as a function of the arterial
road average speed vavg:

daccess = tres.vavg +
0− v2

avg

2.adec,max
(1)

where tres = 0.5 sec is assumed to be the response time
of an autonomous vehicle, and adec,max = -4 (m/s2) is the
maximum declaration rate considered for passenger cars
when a dangerous situation is detected. We obtain daccess ≈
38 m by setting vavg=56.3 kph (35 mph). It should be
emphasized that intersection access time (taccess) for each
vehicle is the time the vehicle enters the access area; all
other vehicles in the opposing movement must access the
intersection at a sufficiently later time.

The attributes of each vehicle cvi ∈ CV (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
subscribed to an intersection controller are described by:

cvi = 〈mi, φi, di, vi, taccess,i, taccess,des,i, texit,i〉 (2)

Fig. 1: A schematic of the proposed intersection.

where mi is the vehicle movement mi ∈M, φi is the phase
φi ∈ φ that cvi movement is associated with, di is the distance
of cvi to the intersection access point, vi is the velocity of
cvi, taccess,i is the assigned time-stamp for cvi to access the
intersection, and taccess,des,i is the cvi’s desired access time.
Please note that in this paper, we assume that all vehicles
prefer to travel at the average velocity vavg=56.3 kph (35
mph); and as a result, their distance divided by vavg yields
their desired access times with respect to current time (t0=0
sec).

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Objective

The objective of increasing intersection throughput will be
formalized here as an optimization problem. The main goal
is to find the optimal sequence and time of arrival (taccess) for
each vehicle such that the difference between the current time
(t0) and the expected arrival time of the last vehicle passing
the intersection in a given time window is minimized:

J1 = taccess, j− t0
s.t. taccess, j = max({taccess,1, ..., taccess,n})

(3)

Minimizing the aforementioned objective will maximize
the number of vehicles that clear the intersection in a given
time interval, but it could force the vehicles to travel near the
speed limit against their preference. To avoid such a scenario,
we define a cost on the difference between assigned and
desired access times for all vehicles:

J2 =
n

∑
i=1
|taccess,i− taccess,des,i| (4)

The total cost function to be minimized is then:

J = w1J1 + w2J1 (5)

where w1 and w2 are penalty weights. We hypothize that
this optimization will result in reduced fuel consumption and
intersection delay, even though these factors are not explicitly
incorporated into the objective function.
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Fig. 2: Earliest access time possible based on speed limit and maximum
accelerations.

B. Constraints

Several constraints are imposed to ensure safety. The main
challenge is expressing the constraints as a function of access
times so that a linear constrained optimization problem can
be derived at the end.

1) Speed limit and maximum acceleration: For each ve-
hicle cvi, we should consider the speed limit requirement
vi ≤ vmax as well as the maximum acceleration constraint
ai≤ aacc,max; where vi and ai are the velocity and acceleration
of the vehicle, vmax is set based on the speed limit of the
road, and aacc,max is set to +3 m/s2. We introduce taccess,min,i
as the earliest time that cvi can access the intersection, if
it travels at maximum acceleration and maximum speed
possible. Then we rephrase our aforementioned speed and
acceleration constraints as:

taccess,i ≥ taccess,min,i (6)

This earliest access time, taccess,min,i, is calculated as
explained in Figure 2. This time instance depends on the
distance of cvi to the access point (di) and the max(.) and
min(.) functions shown in Figure 2 handle this dependency
problem.

2) Safety gap on the same movement: Two consecutive
vehicles that are traveling on the same movement (e.g. east
bound) should be separated by a safety gap (headway) that is
denoted by tgap1 in this paper. This time gap is independent
of the vehicles’ speed [10] (except at very low speeds),
and is the minimum following time gap to avoid a rear
end collision. It is suggested in [10] that a 1 sec headway
provides a reasonable upper bound for the response time of
an autonomous vehicle. However, a 1 sec headway is not
sufficient at very low speeds such as when discharging from
a queue. We observed in simulations that when discharging
from a queue, the headway between the first vehicle and
the second vehicle leaving the stop position can be as large
as 2.3 sec. As a result, we default to tgap1 = 2.5 sec in
our optimization formulations; only if it is determined that
a vehicle will access intersection at a large enough speed
we set tgap1 = 1 sec. To enforce the headway, we add
the following constraint on any two consecutive vehicles
traveling on the same movement:

taccess, j− taccess,k ≥ tgap1

s.t. (cv j,cvk) ∈CV, d j ≥ dk;
(m j,mk) ∈M, m j = mk.

(7)

3) Safety gap on different movements: Two vehicles trav-
eling on different phases (conflicting movements) also need
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Fig. 3: Possible scenarios of two vehicles passing an intersection with just
enough safety gap between them. (a),(d) cvk accessing right after cv j exiting.
(b),(c) cv j accessing right after cvk exiting.

to be separated by a safety gap. This time gap, if selected
properly, guarantees that a vehicle can only enter the access
area after all conflicting vehicles have left the intersection
area. Considering two vehicles cv j and cvk that are on
different phases of φ j ∈ φ and φk ∈ φ (φ j 6= φk), there are
four possible situations with just enough safety gap between
the vehicles. These situations are shown in a space-time
diagram in Figure 3 by projecting the vehicles trajectories
on one single distance axis. It can be concluded from this
figure that the following constraints cover all the possible
situations; here ∨ is the OR operator:

taccess, j− texit,k ≥ 0
∨

taccess,k− texit, j ≥ 0
s.t. (cv j,cvk) ∈CV ;

(φ j,φk) ∈ φ, φ j 6= φk.

(8)

Although Equation (8) mandates at least 0 sec gap be-
tween the accessing and exiting time instances of the first
and second vehicle, it does not explicitly state the gap
needed between the accessing times of those vehicle. We
are specifically interested in the time gap between accessing
timestamps so that, at the end, we can derive a simple linear
constrained optimization problem based on access times only.
For this reason, we define texit = taccess+∆ttravel where ∆ttravel
is the travel time between access point and exit point of a
vehicle. To simplify, we assume the intersection is square
and the two intersecting roads have the same speed limits.
As a result, the travel time does not depend on the phase.
Now, by substituting texit = taccess +∆ttravel into Constraint
(8), we can rephrase this constraint as:

taccess, j− taccess,k ≥ (tgap2 = ∆ttravel)

∨
taccess,k− taccess, j ≥ (tgap2 = ∆ttravel)

s.t. (cv j,cvk) ∈CV ;
(φ j,φk) ∈ φ, φ j 6= φk.

(9)

where tgap2 is the safety gap we need between access points.
The travel time between the access point and the exit point

of a vehicle is equal to the time period it needs to first pass
the access distance (daccess), then pass the intersection area,
and finally exit the intersection completely. The longest travel
time a vehicle could take is when it is stopped behind the
access area and accelerates at its assigned access time as
shown in Figure 4(a). We set an average acceleration rate of 2
m/s2 for the vehicles and obtain ∆ttravel= 7.3 sec as calculated
in Figure 4(b). We set tgap2=7.5 sec in our simulations.
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Fig. 4: The longest possible travel time between accessing and exiting points.

IV. CONVERSION TO A MILP
We plan to solve the formulations proposed in the previous

section by linear programming. As a result, any discontinuity
and disjunction in the formulations need to be removed first.
There are three disjunctions found in the previous section:

A. Discontinuity in Constraint

Our first step to handle disjunctions is to identify any
formulations with if-then-else statement or in ”OR” logic
symbolic form. The Constraint (9) has discontinuity and is
not linear because it includes an OR logic operator (∨).
The goal here is to convert this constraint into an AND-
combination of two or more equations in such a way that
if one equation holds true then the other equations are
always redundant. The most widely known method to handle
disjunctions is the big-M method that, in our application,
requires a binary variable B and a parameter M [19]. For
each set of Constraint (9) applying on two vehicles of cv j
and cvk, we add one artificial binary variable Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ #
of constraints) to take care of the discontinuity as:

taccess, j− taccess,k +M.Bi ≥ tgap2
∧

taccess,k− taccess, j +M.(1−Bi)≥ tgap2

s.t. (cv j,cvk) ∈CV ;
(φ j,φk) ∈ φ, φ j 6= φk;
Bi binary

(10)

where Bi can be either 0 or 1, M is a large enough number,
and ∧ is AND operator. If Bi=0 then the first equation of the
above constraint holds true if taccess, j−taccess,k ≥ tgap2 and the
second equation (taccess,k−taccess, j ≥ (tgap2−M)) is redundant
and always hold true if M is big enough. If Bi=1 then the
first equation (taccess, j − taccess,k ≥ (tgap2−M)) is redundant
and always hold true if M is big enough, and the second
equation holds true if taccess,k− taccess, j ≥ tgap2. It is possible
to predict how big M must be because either of the redundant
equations discussed above need to be always fulfilled; and
this requires that M ≥ tgap2+ taccess, j− taccess,k. We choose to
set M = 2000 in our formulations.

B. Discontinuity in Cost Function J1

The cost function J1 results in a min-max optimization
that can be handled in a MILP framework by introducing
new slack variables. However, in the simulation reported in
this paper, we had chosen a different (suboptimal) approach.
We assigned the latest access time to the furthest subscribed

vehicle that is cvn considering the fact that the list of
all subscribed vehicles (CV ) is sorted by distance to the
intersection. We then rephrase the optimization objective and
constraint as given in Equation (11) where taccess,n is the
access time assigned to the cvn and should be larger than or
equal to the access times of all other vehicles.

J1 = taccess,n− t0
s.t. n = #CV

taccess,n ≥ ({taccess,1, ..., taccess,n−1})
(11)

C. Discontinuity in Cost Function J2

The absolute value signs cannot be included in a linear
programming formulation; as a result, the cost function J2,
introduced in Equation (4), needs to be restated. Although,
this is possible by using the big-M method, we restate J2 by
adding a new so-called slack variable ∆taccess,abs,i = |taccess,i−
taccess,des,i|. Then, considering the facts that we are minimiz-
ing the cost function and |x|= max{x,−x} for any real num-
ber x, we can add two constraints of ∆taccess,abs,i ≥ (taccess,i−
taccess,des,i) and ∆taccess,abs,i ≥−(taccess,i− taccess,des,i) in order
to ensure that our added slack variable is equal to |taccess,i−
taccess,des,i|. In summary, the restated cost function and the
added constraints are as follows:

J2 =
n

∑
i=1

∆taccess,abs,i

s.t. ∆taccess,abs,i ≥ (taccess,i− taccess,des,i)

∆taccess,abs,i ≥−(taccess,i− taccess,des,i)

(12)

V. MILP CASE STUDY

The linear objective function/constraints and mixed-
integer variables in the optimal solution make our formula-
tions a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem
for which efficient solution exists. In this section, we first
employ a simplified case study only to observe an example
numerical output of the proposed formulations. We then
present our microsimulation results in the next section.

To solve our illustrative case study in this section, we
use the intlinprog function in Matlab (version R2016a) from
Optimization toolbox. We simulate n=9 connected vehicles,
cvi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9). We set speed limit vmax=72.4 kph (45 mph),
and average arterial road speed vavg=56.3 kph (35 mph). We
assume that the current state of all vehicles is available: they
are all traveling in vavg and their distances to the access area
are [690 m, 750 m, 780 m, 900 m, 990 m, 1080 m, 1170 m,
1230 m, 1290 m], respectively.

Figure 5(a-d), demonstrates the optimal solutions to the
aforementioned problem found by our MILP formulations
for four different cost function settings. The y-axes of all
sub-figures indicate the remaining distance from the current
position of vehicles to the intersection access point. Note that
the y-axis values are actually the distances on four different
movements which are projected on one single axis. As shown
on the y-axis, five connected vehicles denoted by cv2, cv4,
cv5, cv6, and cv8 are traveling on Phase X and four vehicles
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Fig. 5: Scheduling the arrivals of vehicles using the proposed MILP model, solved by intlinprog function in Matlab R2016a (y-axis: projected remaining
distance to the access area, x-axis: assigned access times); (a) all weight given to intersection throughput improvement (b) all weight given to satisfying
the desired speeds of all vehicles (c) %50\%50 compromised solution (d) %80\%20 compromised solution.

cv1, cv3, cv7, and cv9 are traveling on Phase O. Solving our
MILP formulations for this 9 vehicles, the vehicle arrivals are
scheduled as shown on the horizontal axes of Figure 5(a-d).

As shown in Figure 5(a), by setting w1=%100 and w2=%0,
all the weight is given to intersection throughput improve-
ment (J1, Cost Function (11)), and, as a result, some vehicles
end up traveling near the speed limit (solid red lines). On
the other hand, by setting w1=%0 and w2=%100 in Figure
5(b), all the weight is given to satisfying the desired speeds
of all vehicles (J2, Cost Function (12)); and, as a result,
the intersection clearance time was increased for 17 sec
compared to Figure 5(a). Two compromised solutions are
also demonstrated in Figure 5(c) and (d) for comparison.
For our microsimulations, we set w1=%80 and w2= %20.

A feature of our formulations is that two vehicles that
are traveling on different non-conflicting traffic movements
(e.g. cv4 vehicle moving north bound on X′′ and cv2 moving
south bound on X′ in Figure 5) can be served almost at
the same time; in other words, overlapped arrival-times
can be assigned to them. Most important feature, that can

also be identified in the Figure 5(a), is that since tgap2 >
tgap1, platoon formations will be encouraged, otherwise lone
vehicles have to clear the intersection with the longer safe
gap tgap2 with respect to opposing movements which reduces
intersection capacity.

VI. MICROSIMULATION

In addition to the aforementioned case study, a software-
in-the-loop (SIL) microsimulation environment was imple-
mented using Java and its multi-threading capability. A two-
phase/four-movement intersection was simulated, as previ-
ously shown in Figure 1. Each intersecting road had one lane
per direction, and no turning was allowed at the intersection.
The implemented simulation tool models the autonomous
vehicles as agents that decide about their travel trajectory by
their individual trajectory-planners. The simulated vehicles
arrive at all the four approaches at rates of 750 vehicles/hour
using a stochastic generation method (negative Exponential
distribution [20]).
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In simulations of our MILP-controlled intersection, the
mixed-integer linear programming problem was solved by
IBM’s CPLEX optimization package. The MILP execution
time for 50 subscribed vehicles varied between 120 µs and
800 µs. It should be emphasized that MILP is running
continuously by the intersection controller every 6 sec; as
a result, the system is able to adapt its recommendations
to any unwanted interference or delay, e.g. change in speed
because of a slow-moving vehicle ahead. If a vehicle cannot
make it to the access point at its assigned access time (with
an acceptable margin of error) then the vehicle should be
prepared to stop. If no other appropriate access time is
assigned by the intersection controller while the vehicle is
approaching the intersection, then the vehicle must come to
a complete stop at access point because it missed its reserved
access time.

A pre-timed traffic signal, that changes color at fixed times
without considering the upcoming traffic, was also simulated
as a baseline test. The signal phase and timing for the
baseline pre-timed traffic signal was obtained off-line from
SYNCHRO (Trafficware 2011) [21] optimization program.
In this test, we assumed that the autonomous vehicles were
equipped with a camera-based traffic signal state detection.
In order to model this baseline test environment, we set our
programs in such a way that the simulated vehicles receive
traffic signal status information only when they are within
the range of their imaginary camera (300 m). This simulation
showed as many as 1162 vehicles stopped at red light in
one hour. On the other hand, only 11 cars stopped at our
MILP-controlled intersection for a subscription distance of
2 km. In addition, the MILP-based controller improved the
average travel time per vehicle and the average stopped delay
per stopped vehicle by %7.5 and %52.4, respectively. It will
remain as future work to study how these results varies with
traffic flow and subscription distance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel intersection control scheme to en-
courage platoon formation and facilitate uninterrupted pas-
sage for autonomous vehicles at intersections. Our three
key contributions are in: i) an intersection control algorithm
that anticipate vehicle arrivals and guides them into fast
moving platoons, ii) reducing the vehicle-intersection co-
ordination problem to a mixed-integer linear program, and
iii) developing a customized microsimulation test environ-
ment in which simulated vehicles are guided by our MILP-
based controller. Microsimulation results demonstrated that
our linear formulations not only minimized the intersection
delay and number of stops significantly compared to pre-
timed intersection benchmark, but also ensured no crash
occurred and did not compromise the average travel time.
Our ongoing work is focused on implementing a Vehicle-In-
the-Loop (VIL) simulation, allowing us to analyze the fuel
consumption reduction potential of our vehicle-intersection
coordination scheme.
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